1967 jaguar xj6

It was produced across five basic platform generations debuting in , , , and with various
updated derivatives of each. From it was Jaguar's flagship four door model. The original model
was the last Jaguar saloon to have had the input of Sir William Lyons , the company's founder,
and the model has been featured in countless media and high-profile appearances. The
first-generation of the XJ was produced for a total period of 24 years, with two major facelifts in
and The XJ6, using the 2. Apart from the engines, the front and rear suspensions carried over
from previous models as well: the widest version of Jaguar's IRS unit from the Mark X , and the
subframe-mounted independent front suspension first seen in the Mark 1 , with new anti-dive
geometry. An upmarket version was marketed under the Daimler brand as the Daimler
Sovereign , continuing the name from the Daimler version of the Jaguar The car was introduced
in September Power-assisted steering and leather upholstery were standard on the 2. Air
conditioning was offered as an optional extra on the 4. In these advertisements, he referred to
the car as "the finest Jaguar ever". In March it was announced that the Borg-Warner Model 8
automatic transmission, which the XJ6 had featured since , would be replaced on the 4. Around
this time other, minor changes were made as well, such as moving the rear reflectors from
beside to below the rear lights; on the interior the chrome gauge bezels were replaced with
black ones, to cut down on distracting reflections. In , the option of a long-wheelbase version,
providing a 4-inch increase in leg room for passengers on the rear seats, became available. A
high performance version called the XJ12 was announced in July , featuring a simplified grille
treatment, and powered by a Jaguar's 5. A badge-engineered version, the Daimler Double-Six,
was introduced in , [6] reviving the Daimler model name of â€” The XJ line received a facelift in
Autumn for the model year, thereafter known as the "Series II"; retrospectively the earlier cars
were referred to as the "Series I". The 4. Series II cars are visually differentiated from their
predecessors by raised front bumpers to meet US crash safety regulations, which necessitated
a smaller grille, complemented by a discreet additional inlet directly below the bumper. In April
the North American models got a slightly revised set of front bumpers which had rubber
over-riders covering the full length of the bumper with embedded turn signals at each end, and
the Zenith-Stromberg carburettors of the Vpowered cars were replaced by Bosch-Lucas
electronic fuel injection. In the carburetors were similarly replaced with EFI in the 4. In May it
was announced that the automatic transmission used behind the cylinder engine would be
changed to General Motors ' three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, in place of the
British-built Borg-Warner used hitherto. In the last year of production in New Zealand , a special
'SuperJag' XJ6-SLE model was produced which featured half leather, half dralon wide pleat
seats, vinyl roof, chrome steel wheels and air conditioning as standard. A total of 91, Series II
models were produced, of which 14, were fitted with the V12 engine. Engines [10]. Production
count [10]. Short-Long wheelbase [11]. The car was originally shown at the London Motor Show
in October , [13] but it subsequently became clear that it was not ready for production [ citation
needed ] , and the economic troubles unfolding in the western world at that time seemed to
have reduced any sense of urgency about producing and selling the cars: [ citation needed ] it
was reported [ where? A few XJ-C cars were modified by Lynx Cars and Avon into a convertible
body style with a retractable canvas top, but this was not a factory product. Lynx conversions
16 in total did benefit from powered tops. Both six and twelve-cylinder models were offered, 6,
of the former and 1, of the latter were made. Even with the delay, these cars suffered from water
leaks and wind noise [ citation needed ]. The delayed introduction, the labour-intensive work
required by the modified saloon body, the higher price than the four-door car, and the early
demise promulgated by the new XJ-S , all ensured a small production run. A small number of
Daimler versions of the XJ-C were made. Production Count [15]. The car was significantly
facelifted again in April , known as the "Series III", incorporating a subtle exterior redesign by
Pininfarina. Changes from the Series II included thicker and more incorporated rubber bumpers
with decorative chrome only on the top edge, flush door handles, one-piece front door glass
without a separate quarter light , a grille with only vertical vanes, reverse lights moved from the
boot plinth to the larger rear light clusters, and a revised roofline with narrower door frames and
increased glass area. The option of a sunroof and cruise control were also offered for the first
time. The 5. The larger six-cylinder and V12 models incorporated Bosch fuel injection made
under licence by Lucas while the smaller six-cylinder remained carburetted. The smaller
six-cylinder engine was never offered in the US, and the V12 was no longer offered there after In
the cylinder heads of the V12 engine were replaced by the new "Fireball" high-compression
design by Swiss racing driver Michael May , and were badged from this time onwards to as "HE"
High Efficiency models. In late the Daimler Sovereign and Double Six models received a minor
interior upgrade for the model year with features similar to Vanden Plas models. In late the
interior of all Series III models underwent a minor update for the model year. A trip computer
appeared for the first time and was fitted as standard on V12 models. A new and much

sought-after alloy wheel featuring numerous distinctive circular holes was also introduced,
commonly known as the "pepperpot" wheel. Pirelli tyres were also fitted as standard equipment.
For the model year the Sovereign name was transferred from the Daimler marque to a new
top-specification Jaguar model, the "Jaguar Sovereign". The Vanden Plas name was also
dropped at the time in the UK market, due to Jaguar being split from British Leyland and
privatised; the name was used on top-of-the-range Rover -branded cars. Daimler models
became the Daimler 4. The last cars built were numbered and sold in Canada as part of a special
series commemorating the end of production. These cars featured the option of having a brass
plaque located in the cabin. It was the original purchaser's option to have this plaque, which
also gave a number to the car such as No. This brass plaque initiative did not come from Jaguar
in Coventry: it was a local effort by Jaguar Canada staff and the brass plaques were engraved
locally. In total between and there were around , XJ6 and XJ12 cars produced. The second
generation of the XJ was produced for a total of 17 years with the arrival of the XJ40 in with its X
and X derivatives being introduced later. Collectively these are all considered to be part of the
XJ40 family [ citation needed ] although Jaguar only applies the internal codename to the
through models. The intended replacement for the Series XJ models was code-named XJ40, and
development on the all-new car began in the early s with small scale models being built as early
as The project suffered a number of delays due to problems at parent company British Leyland
and events such as the oil crisis. With the XJ40, Jaguar began to place more emphasis on build
quality as well as simplification of the XJ's build process. The new platform came with
significantly different styling, which was more squared-off and angular than the outgoing Series
III. Individual round headlamps were replaced with rectangular units on the higher-specification
cars, and all models came with only a single, wide-sweeping windshield wiper. The interior
received several modernisations such as the switch to a digital instrument cluster although this
was eventually discontinued for the model year in favour of analogue instruments. The new unit
featured a four-valve, twin overhead cam design. The front of the car was redesigned
significantly to return to four individual round headlamps that provided definition to the
sculptured bonnet. Mechanically, it was similar to the XJ40 that it replaced. Six-cylinder X
models are powered by the AJ16 inline-six engine, which is a further enhancement of the AJ6
engine that uses an electronic distributorless ignition system. The V12 remained available until
the end of the X production in although it ended one year earlier in the United States market due
to problems meeting OBD-II -related emissions requirements. Jaguar first introduced the
supercharged XJR model in the X's production run; the first supercharged road car
manufactured by the company. Design of the X was directly affected by the Ford Motor
Company 's ownership of Jaguar between and However, the X's traction control system was
obtained from the Ford Mondeo and it also featured a Nippondenso air conditioner purchased
through Ford channels. With the introduction of the X generation in came a switch from the XJ6
and XJ12 nomenclature to XJ8, reflecting the fact that the X cars were powered by a new V8
engine. The exterior styling of the X is similar to the X with minor refinements. The biggest
change in the appearance was the switch to a stylistically rounded design for all of the exterior
lights, indicators and interior trim and fittings, including information displays and switches. The
interior was also updated to eliminate the rectangular instrument binnacle which had gone
largely unchanged since the original XJ40; instead, three large gauges were set into recesses in
the walnut-faced dashboard in front of the driver similar in design to the recently launched
Jaguar XK X The major mechanical change was the replacement of both the inline-six and V12
engines with new eight-cylinder AJ-V8 in either a displacement of 3. No manual transmission
was available, and all X models were supplied with a five-speed automatic gearbox. In , Jaguar
introduced the re-engineered and newly designed third generation of the XJ, continuing with the
XJ8 model designation. Designated internally as the X, it has an all-aluminium body and
chassis, a new V8 engine, as well as greater interior and luggage spaces. It was the first Jaguar
XJ to be completely designed under Ford ownership and utilises electronics and
computer-controlled systems sourced through existing partner suppliers or directly produced
by Ford. The V8 engine was offered in larger 3. A new six-speed automatic gearbox was fitted
which was lighter and offered better economy with lock-up on all gears and a larger spread of
ratios. Air suspension was fitted at the front and rear, providing adaptive damping as well as
rear self leveling â€” with computer-controlled ride height and suspension mode. Dynamic
stability control as well as traction control were standard. Radar based adaptive cruise control
was offered. Two-zone climate control was also standard, with four-zone available on
long-wheelbase models. An optional touch screen interface controlled default settings, satellite
navigation, the Alpine audio system, and bluetooth telephone. A facelifted version of the X was
launched at the end of February with a revised lower grille, prominent faux side air vents, small
bootlid spoiler and revised seating. In keeping with Ian Callum's new design direction for

Jaguar, the XJ has an all-new exterior design and a break from the XJ Series mould carried over
on all previous generations. It is a longer, wider car that is much bigger than its predecessor.
The front has clear links with the XF executive car, although with slimmer, sleeker lights and a
larger, squarer grille add a more aggressive appearance. The rear is the contentious part, an
unusual design element for a Jaguar automobile. The upright, swooping taillights, nicknamed
"cat's claws", and black roof panels at each side of the rear screen, which aim to hide the XJ's
width, are the most striking aspects. There is also a standard full-length sunroof, that extends
all the way back with just a single body-coloured roof panel that the designer refers as bridges
on yachts. The dashboard can be configured to display various virtual dials in addition to the
obligatory speedometer. The console display presents different views to the driver and
passenger, including control of a sophisticated video and audio system. Like several of its
predecessors, the X is available in both standard and long-wheelbase form, as well as many
special editions. Engines are modern units already seen in other JLR products: the 5. For , a 3.
The X received a minor facelift in , primarily upgrading the suspension and rear seat facilities on
the long wheelbase versions, but also introducing small cosmetic changes across the range,
and making stop-start technology standard on all engines. The X received another facelift in ,
adding LED headlights, J-Blade rear taillights, and adding several new driver assistance and
safety features such as lane assist, adaptive cruise control with a new feature known as "Queue
assist", reverse traffic direction, closing vehicle sensing, a degree camera system, and
semi-automated parking features. The Prime Ministerial Car , aside from having classified
security measures, has armoured under plates and engine plates. JLR said: "Following a
thorough technology review against the exponential change in the automotive industry, we
concluded that the planned XJ replacement does not fit with our vision for a reimaged Jaguar
brand. This numbering system has never been consistent and there appear to be many
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Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Lucas-Bosch L-Jetronic. DOHC 12v, duplex chain. RWD 4 speed
manual with optional overdrive or Borg-Warner 3 speed automatic. Double wishbones, coil
springs, stabilising bar, anti-dive geometry. Independent , optional LSD. Independent , LSD.
Jaguar XJR. Castle Bromwich Assembly , Birmingham , England. Modifications to the Mark Ten
for air conditioning. E-type Series Two. Sports and race car variants developed with Tom
Walkinshaw Racing â€” Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jaguar XJ. SS Production
interrupted by World War II. E-Type S2. E-Type S3. Mark 1. Mark 2, , XJ6 S1. XJ6 S2. XJ12 S1.
XJ12 S2. Independent SS Cars Ltd. Independent renamed Jaguar Cars. British Leyland. Ford
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Full-size luxury car. XJ6 XJ XJ6 X XJ8 X XJ12 XJ XJ12 X F-Type X Compact SUV. Crossover
SUV. F-Pace X Racing car. Concept Car. Double Six. Brake system utilizes four wheel disc
brakes and a tandem master cylinder connected to a power servo unit. Master cylinder provides
separate hydraulic circuits for front and rear brake calipers. Front calipers are mounted on stub
axle carriers and rear calipers are mounted inboard on differential housing, with rotor
connected to differential drive flanges. Each front caliper consist of three pistons two outboard,
one inboard , and each rear caliper consists of two opposing pistons. Parking brake consists of

independent lever-operated calipers mounted on service brake calipers. Parking brake calipers
operate on service brake rotors. Brake system utilizes four wheel disc brakes. Master cylinder is
combined with a booster reaction valve, actuating a tandem piston slave cylinder connected to
a booster servo. Each cylinder employs a separate hydraulic fluid reservoir. Master cylinder is
actuated by pedal linkage and slave cylinder is operated by servo. Slave cylinder contains two
separate hydraulic circuits actuating front and rear brake calipers. Front calipers, mounted on
steering arms, consist of three pistons two outboard, one inboard. Rear calipers, mounted on
differential housing consist of two opposing pistons, and operate on rotors connected to
differential output flanges. Parking brake consists of two separate lever operated calipers
mounted on service brake calipers. Due to self-adjusting feature of calipers, no adjustment in
service is required. Parking Brake Caliper - Caliper is self-adjusting to compensate for pad wear,
therefore, no adjustment is required. Loosen front yoke lock nut, and remove clevis pin
securing yoke to bell crank lever. Ensure calipers are fully released. Turn back yoke on adjuster
rod so a slight amount of slack is present when yoke is connected to lever. Connect yoke to
lever, secure with clevis pin, and tighten lock nut. Loosen lock nut at rear of cable. Screw out
threaded adapter until parking brake operating lever starts to move. Loosen adapter one-half
turn and tighten lock nut. Keep hydraulic fluid reservoirs filled with clean brake fluid during
bleeding operation. Attach a bleed tube to bleeder screw on left-reaer brake caliper, and
immerse opposite end of tube in a container partially filled with brake fluid. Loosen bleeder
screw, operate pedal through full stroke until discharged fluid is free of ai bubbles, and close
bleeder screw. Repeat procedure on right-rear caliper and front calipers. Refill brake fluid
reservoirs and check system for leaks. Removal All Exc. XKE Rear - Raise vehicle and remove
wheels. Remove pin clips, pad retaining pins, anti-chatter springs if equipped and lining pads.
Installation - Draw out about half the brake fluid from reservoir s. This will enable caliper pistons
to be pushed back into cylinders without overflowing fluid. Lever pistons back insert new pads,
springs and replace retaining pins and clips. Check pads for freedom of movement within
caliper. Check reservoirs for correct fluid level. Removal XKE Rear - Remove rear seat cushion
on both caliper inspection covers for access to rear calipers. Remove clips retaining pins, and
withdraw pads. Installation - Draw out half the reservoir fluid if pistons are to be pushed back
within cylinders. Install new pads, pins, and clips. Clean old sealer from inspection covers and
apply suitable waterproof sealer. Instal new gaskets and secure bolts. Replace seat cushion and
check reservoir fluid leve. XKE - Disconnect hand brake cable levers from hand brake pad
carriers. Remove bolts holding carrier refraction plate. Remove hand brake pad carrier
rearwards around rotor and withdraw from suspension crossmember. Remove old pads by
loosening nuts on outer face of carrier and lifting out with a suitable hook tool. Installation Install new pads, short face up and check retaining bolts for fit in pads. Install a new retraction
plate and reassemble carrier to main caliper, but do not tighten bolts. Pull and release hand
brake lever until ratchet stops. With hand brake lever pulled reasonably hard, tighten carrier
pivot bolts and secure locking tabs. Reconnect hand brake linkage and check adjustment.
Removal XKE - Remove rear suspension unit. With suspension system removed, lift pivot bolt
lock tabs, remove bolts and retraction plate. Withdraw pad carriers through top of suspension
unit crossmember. Remove pad clamp bolts and pads. Isntallation - Wind pad carrier out along
adjuster bold two or three turns. Use new clamp bolts, nuts and washers to ensure new pads.
Wind carrier along adjuster bolt to give dimension of " Place pad carriers in position on caliper.
Install retraction plate with tips in pad carrier. Secure pad carrier with bolts and tab washers.
Move operating lever back and forth until ratchet stops. This set pads to correct clearance.
Reinstall suspension system, connect fluid line, hand brake cable and bleed brakes. NOTE - Do
not separate caliper halves fro repair, if a leak exist between halves, replace caliper. Removal
Front - Raise vehicle and remove wheels. Disconnect caliper fluid line and plug. Discard locking
wire from mounting bolts, remove nuts and caliper. NOTE - Check position and number of
shims between steering arm and caliper, if equipped with shims replace in same order.
Installation - Place caliper in position, install shims, if equipped, secure bolts and lock with wire.
Connect fluid line and bleed brakes. Removal Rear - Remove rear suspension unit. With rear
suspension removed, remove hand brake carrier as previously outlined. Remove brake fluid line
from caliper and plug end. Installation - Place caliper in position, install shims if equipped and
secure bolts. Torque bolts to ft. Check rotor for center between caliper. If shim adjustment is
performed, rear wheel camber must be checked. Complete installation by reversing removal
procedures. Removal Front - Remove caliper as previously outlined. Remove hub grease cap
and cotter pin. Cotter pin is removed through hole provided in hub on vehicles with wire wheels.
Remove slotted nut, washer and hub with rotor attached. Remove set screw pressed wheels or
bolts knock off wheels separating rotor from hub. Installation - Mount rotor to hub pack
bearings with suitable grease and install hub fasteners. Set hub end play within specification

and check rotor runout. Install caliper and bleed brakes. Removal Rear - Rear suspension
system must be removed in order to remove claipers and rotors. With suspension system
removed, remove brake caliper as previously outlined. Invert suspension unit and remove
shock absorber and spring assembly. Release clips from universal joint shield if equipped and
slide back. Remove fasteners securing half shaft inner universal joint and brake rotor to
differential shaft flange. Withdraw half shaft from bolts. NOTE - Check number and position of
camber shims between universal joint and rotor to differential joint and rotor. Tap brake rotor
securing bolts back as far as possible. Lift lower control arm, hub carrier and half shaft
assembly upward until brake rotor can be withdrawn. Installation - Position rotor against
differential shaft flange and top through bolts. Reinstall same camber shims removed during
disassembly on flange bolts. Secure half shaft universal joint flange to differential flange using
four new self-locking nuts. Check brake rotor runout, limit is. Reinstall universal joint shield,
springs, shock absorber, and caliper. Use feeler gauges to check rotor for center between
caliper halves. If necessary to recenter rotor, remove caliper, rotor and place required shims
between drive flange and rotor. Reinstall rear suspension system, check rear wheel camber and
adjust if necessary. Remove nuts and washers retaining cylinder to servo unit, remove vacuum
line retaining strap, and separate cylinder from servo. To install, reverse removal procedure and
bleed hydraulic system. Removal XKE - Disconnect battery and remove left hand air cleaner.
With Manual Transmission, remove nut securing brake master cylinder and clutch reservoir.
With Automatic Transmission, remove fastener retaining reservoir. Drain fluid from master
cylinder reservoir, disconnect line fitting from master cylinder and temporarily reinstall bolt to
retain valve trap assembly in outlet port. Remove window washer reservoir. Loosen connector
nearest to servo vacuum shell and remove fluid line clear of brake master cylinder. Loosen line
clips securing air lines to reaction valve and remove lines. Remove nuts securing master
cylinder to pedal box studs. Withdraw master cylinder from studs leaving push rod attached to
pedal. Remove brake pedal clevis and push rod. Remove fasteners with master cylinder from
pedal housing. To install, reverse removal procedure, use new copper washer on fittings and
bleed brakes. Installation - Reverse removal procedure and note the following: Install new
copper gaskets on fluid line fittings. Check brake pedal for free travel,. Adjust with lock nut on
push rod. Check brake light switch for proper operation. Disconnect hydraulic lines and vacuum
line. Disconnect electrical leads from fluid level warning switch. Remove reservoir and bracket
assembly from pedal box. Remove nuts securing pedal box vertical mounting to firewall, lift
heater vacuum pipe cleaer of studs, remove brake light switch and remove bolts securing pedal
box base mounting to firewall. Lift out pedal box, servo unit and master cylinder on assembly.
Remove nuts securing servo to pedal box, remove rubber sealing plugs and remove clevis pin
connecting servo operating rod to brake pedal lever. Remove slave cylinder reservoir and left
hand air cleaner. Remove fluid line from master cylinder outlet and replace bolt. Remove fuel
line clip and pull off flex hose. Disconnect vacuum hoses from servo. Remove nuts securing
brake master cylinder to pedal box. Withdraw master cylinder from mounting and tie to one
side. Disconnect fluid lines on slave cylinder and plug ends. Remove fluid feed hose from top of
slave cylinder. Inside vehicle, pull carpet from left hand front floor panel. Remove fasteners
from slave cylinder bracket and remove servo. To install, reverse removal procedure and bleed
brake system. Remove fiberglass cover to servo unit and mounting bracket. Disconnect three
hoses and line fittings from servo and slave cylinder. Seal open ends of hoses and lines to
prevent entry of dirt. Remove four set-screws securing servo mounting bracket to inner panel
and withdraw assembly. Separate servo from mounting bracket for unit service. To install,
reverse removal procedure. If a leak detected between caliper halves, replace caliper as a unit.
Disassembly All Models - With disc pads removed, install a piston clamp to retain outboard
piston s , then apply compressed air to fluid inlet and remove inboard piston. Pull dust seal
from piston and caliper grooves. Carefully remove piston seal from cylinder. Remove outboard
piston s and seal in same manner. Check cylinder bore and pistons for scratches, rust or
corrosion; replace all damaged parts. Reassembly - Cot cylinder, piston and seal with brake
fluid before installing. Place piston seal in bore. Install dust seal over cylinder groove and
carefully insert piston through dust seal. Pull dust seal into groove in piston. Use piston clamp
to press piston completely into cylinder. Repeat procedure for outer piston seal replacement.
Install caliper as previously outlined. Depress primary piston and remove tipping valve.
Withdraw primary piston, spring, and secondary piston assembly. Compress secondary piston
spring and lift spring retainer leaf. Remove valve, waved washer, spacer, spring and thimble.
Remove seals from valve head, and primary and secondary pistons. Inspect pistons and bore
for wear, scores, or corrosion; replace damaged parts as necessary. Reassembly - Lubricate all
parts with clean brake fluid, reverse disassembly procedure and note the following: Install seal
on primary piston with groove facing forward. Install valve seal with smallest diameter leading

onto valve head. Disassembly XKE - 1 Remove bolts, fittings, and valve trap assembly from top
of cylinder. Remove dust boot, compress piston return spring and remove spring retainer.
Press piston into bore, remove snap ring using special snap ring pliers , and remove piston
asssembly, spring, spring retainer and lever. If necessary, wrap jaws of pliers with tape and use
to extract piston assembly. Remove plastic spring retainer. NOTE - Retainer is a press fit on
piston and requires firm force against its back to remove. Remove main cup and piston washer.
Remove reaction valve assembly from cylinder body. Remove valve piston by inserting a
screwdriver into fluid line outlet port. Move valve along its bore until it can be removed by hand.
Remove "O" ring and seal from piston. Replace all damaged parts. Before assembly, coat "O"
ring seals and plastic bearings with disc brake lubricant. Reassembly - Coat all parts with clean
brake fluid, reverse disassembly procedure, and note the following: When installing piston
lever, make sure lever tab drops into recess when lever reaches bottom of cylinder bore. If
necessary, press reaction valve piston forward with a blunt screwdriver fed through fluid outlet
port. Labels: Jaguar. Newer Post Older Post Home. We restore your engine inside and out. We
replace all bearings, timing chains, pistons, rings, valves, valve springs, cam bearings, chain
guides and tesioners. We replace other parts such as valve guides and tappets as needed. We
adjust the valves and balance all rotating parts. Everything is cleaned, detailed, plated, polished
or painted as appropriate. If it needs to be done, we do it. We use the best quality parts available
and our machine work is exacting. We offer performance enhancements and updates. Some are
included in the base price and some cost extra. We also recommend that the water pump be
overhauled or replaced. Please check out our Shipping page for more information about crating
and sending your engine or cylinder head to us. If your engine is excessively corroded or rusty
or has a stuck piston or other problem, we will call you to discuss the extra charges. This is a
fully reconditioned engine and cylinder head with all the accessories attached like porcelain
manifolds and intake with carburetors, distributor, oil filter, waer pump and other parts
necessary to make it run. All parts are reconditioned or new. Inquire for prices usually about
double the engine prices above. This is a crankshaft that has been reground, sludge traps
cleaned and new thrust bearings and washers provided of the appropriate size. An optional
modification to the rear seal can be added to accept a modern lip seal. Ultra polish also
available. Intake and exhaust valves are replaced with updated valves and the valve springs and
cam bearings are also replaced. We recondition the tappets and tappet guides as necessary. We
recondition the cam shafts or replace them if necessary. The exterior is polished, painted and
detailed like original. All cylinder heads are ready to bolt on when you receive them with the
valves adjusted and the cams timed. Flywheels are resurfaced and provided with new or
reconditioned ring gears. Shims are available for V flywheels that have been machined too far.
We offer a super-light steel flywheel for the XK engines. It comes in at around 16 pounds with
dust slots and Swiss-cheese lightning holes. It will run cooler than stock and give a better grip
surface for the stock-style clutch because of the dust slots which not only move the clutch dust
away but also pump a small amount of cooling air. We also offer an aluminum, steel-faced
flywheel for the XJ 3. Inquire for V-8 engines. We provide a matched set of connecting rods
appropriate for your engine. The connecting rods used in an XK will fit in an XJ6 but they are a
lot lighter and weaker than an XJ6 connecting rod and not appropriate. All the special lock
plates, brass nuts, stainless steel nuts, copper washers, and brass core plugs for the outside of
the engine. With instructions. We offer many performance enhancements for your Jaguar
engine. Read about some of the projects we have done on our project pages. Engine
Rebuilding. Engine Upgrades We offer many performance enhancements for your Jaguar
engine. Rebuild Packing List Print out a worksheet to send in with your part to be rebuilt. Test
run engine, we put your engine on a test stand and run it in our shop before we ship the engine
back to you. Modified XK pound flywheel, Forged steel with lightening holes and dust slots. Set
an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 3. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? It is considered a Classic Import. I believe the mileage 53, is original, but Super
straight and rock solid body. Interior is in very good condition but does need the veneer r
Private Seller. The XJ series is the name Powering this Jaguar Ready to be a daily driver. If you
have been tr V8 with fairly new pirelli tires, newly rebuilt transmission Absolutely Gorgeous
Jaguar Sovereign, only 29k Miles, all original in amazing condition, recently s One owner car.
The owner pulled original motor, repl Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all

four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leathe
yanmar powershift
2000 bmw 740il engine
nissan xterra radio wiring harness diagram
r interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
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